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B

efore writing of the Rumpler aircraft that saw service with
the German navy, I have to admit that I am somewhat
confused by the two listings that I have available. First of these
is that in the ‘Atlas’ upon which this series has been based
until now. The second is a list compiled by the late Peter Grosz
presumably from official German sources. The ‘Atlas’ list gives
details of two Taube aircraft and then continues by listing three
‘DD’ types before continuing with 4B.11, 4B.12, 6BI and 6B.lI
floatplanes. The ‘Grosz list’ gives details of three Taube aircraft,
continues by listing the single Rumpler 4E flying boat and then
moves straight on to the 4B.ll etc series. No mention of the ‘DD’
types. I have concluded that the ‘DD types’ were in fact the
early 4B.1 and 4B.2 aircraft that were in reality Rumpler 4A
airframes mounted on basic twin float undercarriages. So, with
this in mind, I’ll continue with ‘The Rumpler seaplanes’.

T

he name Rumpler is most commonly associated
initially with early Taube designs and then, later, with
the very high flying German reconnaissance biplanes.
But, as well as those landplanes, Rumpler-Werke GmbH also
built a series of seaplanes for the German navy.
Dipl Ing Edmund Rumpler was born in Vienna on 4 January
1872. Between 1890 and 1895 he studied engineering at Vienna’s
Technische Hochschule. In 1897 he moved to Germany to
work on the technical design of railway equipment. In 1900
he was employed by the Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft, first
in Stuttgart and then Berlin, on automotive engine design. In
1902 he left Daimler to become the technical director at the
Adlerwerke in Stuttgart where he was responsible for the
introduction of an increased range of large cars and patented
a swing axle rear suspension system that was later adopted by
other automotive manufacturers.
Fascinated by the successful flights by the Wright brothers
in the USA he turned his attention to aviation and, in
1907, left Adler to found his own engineering company, E.
Rumpler Luftfahrzeugbau, in Johannisthal, Berlin. Initially
he constructed helicopters and aeroplanes that were designed
and paid for by a number of clients but, in the main, none of
these were successful.
In 1908 he obtained a licence to build Austrian engineer

Igo Etrich’s monoplane – the original Etrich Taube (Dove)
in Germany. Igo Etrich’s Taube design had been developed,
by the addition of an engine, from a series of gliders of his
design, whose wing shape was based upon that of the zanonia
macrocarpa seed which, when ripe, would fall from the tree
and glide to the ground in a circular path.
For a short while Rumpler paid royalties to Etrich for each
Taube built but he soon stopped doing so and, after a brief legal
wrangle, Etrich stopped demanding payment and Rumpler,
changing the name of the design to Rumpler Taube, continued
with production of an improved design. The company,
still at Johannisthal, expanded and improved its financial
footing becoming Rumpler GmbH. The Rumpler Taube was
Germany’s first practical aeroplane and the basic Etrich design
went on to be produced by numerous other manufacturers
including Albatros and Lohner.
The original Rumpler Taube was a large two seat monoplane
powered by a 100hp Argus AS I engine. Its structure – wings,
fuselage and tail plane – were mainly of wooden construction
with steel brackets and racing wires. The tail fin was formed
from a tubular steel braced rudder-post and had a 2mm wire
leading edge. The double triangular rudders were built from
tubular steel. The fuselage was of inverted triangular shape
with a rounded top. The engine mountings were of tubular
steel and the engine was enclosed in shaped aluminium panels.
The distinctively shaped wings were based on a wooden
main spar, a second lighter ‘rear spar’ and a curved wooden
leading edge. The trailing edges of the wings and tail plane
were formed by tensioned 2mm diameter wire. Wing and
tail plane ribs were made from thin plywood. Apart from the
metal panels encasing the engine, all surfaces were covered
with varnished light linen fabric. The robust undercarriage
was made from tubular steel as was the ‘bridge’ structure that
supported the monoplane wings and the posts carrying the
various warping pulleys. There were no ailerons fitted and
control was by warping of the outer wing and tail plane. The
twin rudders were hinged to the rudderpost and operated by
cables.
Engine cooling was by means of large radiator panels fitted
to both sides of the forward fuselage. Tauben from a number

A 1912 Rumpler Taube landplane, showing the ‘bridge’ structure supporting the monoplane wing and the side-mounted fuselage radiator. The two
officers in front of the machine were Ltn Ernst Canter and Obltn von Detten.
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